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Abstract

Telegraph codes are a more-or-less forgotten part of technological history. In their day, though, they
were ubiquitous and sophisticated. They also laid the groundwork for many of today’s communications
technologies, including encryption, compression, and error correction. Beyond that, reading them pro-
vides a snapshot into culture. We look back, describing them in modern terms, and noting some of the
tradeoffs considered.

1 Introduction

Most cryptologists have heard of telegraph codes. Often, though, our knowledge is cursory. We’ve forgotten
what we read in Kahn [10], and perhaps remember little more than the basic concept: a word, phrase, or
sentence is represented by a single codeword. In fact, telegraph codes were far more sophisticated, and laid
the groundwork for many later, fundamental advances.

Looked at analytically, telegraph codes fulfilled four primary functions: compression, correction, confi-
dentiality, and comprehension. Beyond that, they offer a window into the past: the phrases they can be
used to represent give insight into daily lives of the time.

This paper, based primarily on my own small collection of codebooks, illustrates some of these points.
For typographical simplicity, I have written codewords LIKE THIS, while plaintext is written this way.

2 Compression

Compression was the original goal of telegraph codes. Early trans-Atlantic telegrams were extremely expensive—
$100 for twenty words in 1866 [9]—so brevity was very important.

Early telegraph codes had two ancestors, codes for semaphore networks and naval signaling [10]. The
constraint in the latter case was not so much cost (though rifling through a collection of flags would not have
been quick); rather, the issue was limited space on a ship’s rigging for the flags. Early naval codes conveyed
meaning by a combination of flag and location. The vocabulary was very limited; it was not possible to send
arbitrary messages in such schemes. Later, numerary codes were introduced, where a set of flags representing
digits were used to indicate an entry in a signal book. The first such system is often attributed to Admiral
Bertrand-François Mahé de la Bourdonnais [15, 1]; however, it was not adopted, possibly because he was
of insufficiently noble birth. A number of British admirals adopted and adapted this scheme. Sir Charles
Knowles devised a matrix system for indicating digits; a pair of flags, one over the other, would select a
matrix cell for a given value. Later, Admiral Richard Lord Howe, probably with the assistance of Captain
Richard Kempenfelt (who was familiar with Mahé de la Bourdonnais’s work), devised a longer and better
signal book. His first version also used a tabular scheme. Amusingly enough from a computer scientist’s
perspective, he used a 16×16 matrix: one byte!

The most influential early numerary code was devised by Sir Home Popham in 1803 [1, 15, 16, 24]; it
included concise signals for such phrases as “Troops to land with one day’s provisions cooked” (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Popham’s naval code.
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Figure 2: Some sample pages from the 1896 Atlas Universal Travelers’ and Business Telegraphic Cipher
Code [50].

More importantly, it provide signals for various individual parts of speech. [1] likens it to “the step from a
“Traveller’s Manual of Conversation” to a dictionary of the language”. Popham’s code included the concept
of parameters; thus, the previous phrase could be modified: “If more than one day’s, it will be denoted by
Numeral Signal.” Nelson’s famous signal “England expects that every man will do his duty” was sent using
this’s system [15]. It was eventually adopted by the Admiralty as the standard signal book [48].

Frederick Marryat produced a Code of Signals for the Merchant Service in 1817. It assigned a 4-digit
code to each sentence and to each individual merchant ship [20]. By 1828, there was even a codebook for
yachts and pleasure boats [60].

Further details on the evolution of naval signals are beyond the scope of this work; those interested should
see [1, 15, 16, 24].

Telegraph codes drew on this rich history. Many codebooks were aimed at shipping and traveling.
Figure 2 shows a typical example of this genre. By the time this particular code was issued, a great deal of
effort had gone into specialized phrases. Thus, GULLIBLE meant Baggage seized by the Customs, while
GURBION meant Custom House officers seized my trunk [50].

Some codebooks incorporated domain-specific information. Thus, when Charles A. Stoneham & Co., a
mining stock brokerage firm, issued its own codebook in 1910, it had words such as REVERE meaning
Wires being down, your telegram did not reach us in time to transact any business today, and as your orders
are good for the week, we will try to execute tomorrow [43]. There were also specific code words for gold
fields, mining companies, etc.

Domain-specific compression is at least as important today. MP3 and JPEG compression of sound and
picture files is far more effective than, say, simple Lempel-Ziv compression would be. Informal experiments
show that high-quality JPEG images taken from “raw” camera files are 30–40% smaller; simple Lempel-Ziv
compression achieved no more than 5% improvement in file size.

Referring back to Figure 2, note that some messages are parameterized. Thus, one might send GUIDE
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Figure 3: Part of a quantity table from the 1936 A B C Telegraphic Code, Seventh Edition [47].

RICANTI to ask Is RICANTI a responsible customer? (Note the potential for confusion: is Ricanti a
proper name? In fact, it is the code word for the Bank of Ireland. This issue is discussed further in Section 3.)

Sometimes, compression was implicit. Figure 3 shows that JYGUL (or 46026) could stand for 41 Cases,
41 Bales, or 41 Ounces. Presumably, the recipient would know what was meant. On the other hand, there
were typically distinct code words for amounts of money in dollars, pounds sterling, francs, etc.

Compression could be taken to extremes. One wonders how ofen users of the 1920 ABC Telegraphic
Code, Sixth Edition ever sent ENBET (Captain is insane) or PAASG (Arrived here (at —), encountered
a severe gale and heavy seas, which carried away boats and wheel, stanchions and bulwarks, broke mast and
jib-boom, all sails gone [46].1 (We note that the first of these phrases persisted into the 7th Edition, from
1936 [47], but the second did not. Was there a greater incidence of crazy captains than bad weather?)

As telegraphy evolved, compression efficiency was no longer measured in characters but in money. What
was actually charged by the telegraph companies was the important matter, and code compilers were quick
to find loopholes. Instead of sending MAGFD YHFJU for Delivered in time to San Francisco, could one
send MAGFDYHFJU and thus be charged for a single word? What is a word? In 1903, international
regulations defined a “word” as ten characters or less “capable of pronunciation according to the usage of
one of the folloiwng languages: German, English, Spanish, French, Dutch, Italian, Portuguese, or Latin”.
This gave rise to things like the 1907 Pantelegraphy Simplex Translating and Check Card, which allowed
digits or pairs of digits to be encoded as consonant-vowel pairs, with alternate forms in the name of euphony
[32]. When the regulations loosened in 1929, to eliminate the pronounceability requirement but to impose a
vowel density standard, code makers adapted accordingly.

3 Correction

Especially towards the end of the codebook period, a tremendous amount of effort went into error detection
and correction. Errors could be costly, in time, money, or both, and the encoding process removed a lot of
redundancy. Consider the poor constable who typed AXF instead of AXG (Figure 4)—and note that F

1While I certainly recalled Kahn’s reprint [10, p. 851] of the classic July 28, 1934 New Yorker essay on amusing code words
meanings while I was writing this, I did not, in fact, have it available at the time. I later realized that Kahn misidentified the
code as the Acme; it’s actually the A B C Sixth Edition—with some errors!
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Figure 4: Part of a police code for describing suspects [33].
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Figure 5: A “mutilation table” for error correction.

and G are adjacent on the keyboard, though it isn’t clear that it ever would have been typed as opposed to
hand-written and sent in Morse code. (This code was rather late for such errors. It authors were apparently
more concerned with economy: three codewords could be combined into a single telegraph word for billing
purposes.)

A number of different techniques were used. Mutilation tables are perhaps the most interesting. A chart
(Figure 5) shows the possible middle letters of a codeword, indexed by the initial two and final two letters
that can produce that letter. Consider the chart shown, and a received code word ZNBAB. This is an
impossible value; if the first two letters are ZN and the last two AB, the middle letter must be N. The error
could be in any of the three sections, leading to five possible correct values; the instructions suggest looking
at the semantics of the decoded value to reconstruct the proper plaintext.

As a complement to mutilation tables, terminal indices were sometimes provided. These were indices
alphabetized by the last two letters of the codeword, and were used when it was suspected that the beginning
of the word had been corrupted in transmission.

Numerical data data was particularly sensitive. The semantic difference between, say, “1,000” and “9,000’
is small, so it is harder to recognize errors from context; nevertheless, the business difference can be great.
Accordingly, code makers adopted check digits or letters (Figure 6). These are what today would be known
as checksums over the plaintext, and provide at least error detection. One code, the 1929 New Standard
Code, had a separate set of mutilation tables for numeric data. (In fact, that understates the cleverness
of their solution: numeric data was a special case of “subsidiary tables”, which were used to encode not
just numbers of various types (currency, dimensions, etc.) but also things like repeated dates and markings:
CD or AX might mean best possible shipment January, CM or BU best possible shipment August, etc., all
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Figure 6: Check digits for numerical data, from the 1929 New Standard Code.

concatenated into a single codeword, and followed by a check letter.)
Check letters are notable because they operate on the plaintext, and thus can help with encoding errors.

More common techniques dealt with transmission errors. Thus, the A B C 6th Edition stated that it was
“built on the principle of at least a two-letter difference in each five-letter codeword”. The compiler also tried
to deal with transposition errors, though admittedly imperfectly; by contrast, the 1923 Acme Commodity
and Phrase Code [53] proudly stated

This Code consists of one hundred thousand five-letter code ciphers with at least two-letter
difference between each and every word. No transposition of any two adjoining letters will
make another word in the book, and we assert that it is the first time this feat has been fully
accomplished for 100,000 words.

They did not quite succeed; see Figure 7 for some errors in it and in Bentley’s Complete Phrasebook [36].
Today, of course, we lump things like the two-letter differential into the general class of Hamming distance
[8]; codebooks, though, used the concept several decades before it was formalized.

It is worth noting that the check characters used were not as effective against transposition errors as
one might want: they generally operated on a mod 10 basis. On the other hand, as a rule two digits were
generally encoded at a time, thus providing some protection. Further protection could be gained by ensuring
that the second letter of the encoded digraphs could never be the first letter of a numeric code.

That said, hand-calculation of check characters was itself error-prone. Consider the complex process
outlined in the Cosmos Trading Code, which used a “Three-Letter System”. Groups of three letters were
combined, with a check letter, into a single telegraph word. But the example supplied in the codebook—
Figure 9—appears to have a correction glued over the last three code entries. Imagine the error rate in
production use!

Unencoded numbers were especially subject to corruption during transmission. The 1931 Swift & Com-
pany Private Telegraphic Code [34], after setting a requirement that telegrams of ten words or more should
be coded, says
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HALAN HAALN

IBLAN IBALN

LELAN LEALN

OGLAN OGALN

QILAN QIALN

UMLAN UMALN

WOLAN WOALN

ATLAN ATALN

BULAN BUALN

EXLAN EXALN

FYLAN FYALN

(a) Acme codebook
pairs that do not
protect against
transposition errors.

BEBPY BEEPY

CIBPY CIEPY

DOBPY DOEPY

FUBPY FUEPY

GABPY GAEPY

TAUMY TAZMY

WIUMY WIZMY

YOUMY YOZMY

(b) Bentley code-
book pairs that are
only one character
apart.

Figure 7: Codebook compilers did not always succeed in their error-detecting goals. Here we see codeword
pairs from the Acme codebook that are not immune to transposition error and pairs from Bentley’s code
[36] that are only a single letter apart. (Data supplied by J. Reeds.)

Figure 8: Codeword checksum calculation instructions, 1936 Cosmos Trading Code.
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Figure 9: Correction of errors in the codebook. 1936 Cosmos Trading Code.

Figure 10: A table of likely Morse code errors, from the 1886 Unicode book.
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As a protection against mutilation, phrases, numbers, etc., should be coded if possible, even
though the message contains ten words or less. This applies especially to prices and amounts.

Transposition errors are more likely in typed text; in the context of telegrams, this meant when teletypes
were used, rather than Morse code. Morse code had its own distinctive errors. Not only could a single dot
or dash be omitted, timing variations during transmission could result in a single letter being received as
two. Thus, Figure 10 shows how F, which should be transmitted as .. . could be received as IN (.. .),
ER (. . .), or UR (.. .).

All of this could be exacerbated by some users’ habits of only partially encoding a message. One such
instance reached the U.S. Supreme Court, in Primrose v. Western Union Tel. Co., 154 U.S. 1 (1894).
Primrose sent the message

DESPOT AM EXCEEDINGLY BUSY BAY ALL KINDS QUO PERHAPS BRACKEN
HALF OF IT MINCE MOMENT PROMPTLY OF PURCHASES

Three errors occurred during transmission. “Despot” was received as “Destroy”, “bay” was received as
“buy”, and “purchases” was received in the singular. The second error—a single dot in transmission—was
crucial.

Primrose’s message was partially encoded. DESPOT meant Yours of the 15th received ; DESTROY
meant Yours of the 17th received. That error was inconsequential. But BAY was a codeword which meant
I have bought ; the recipient interpreted BUY as the plaintext instruction to purchase some more—and the
remainder of the message indicated that 500,00 pounds of wool was the desired quantity. . . . Primrose lost
$20,000 and sued; he lost because of the disclaimer on the back of the telegraph form. Perhaps he could
have sued the code compiler—but in fact, it was a private code he and his agent had devised. (More details
may be found in [10] or in the Court’s opinion.)

The odd appearance of encoded telegrams has had amusing consequences. Once, a New York brokerage
firm received an unsigned radiogram reading ONE LEOPARD AND SEVENTY MONKEYS PER-
MIT OTHO. Attempts to decode it using a variety of codebooks failed. The cashier was concerned that
a vital trade would be missed, because the market was closing, so he circulated it among the staff. One
person finally understood it as plaintext: his son was arriving from Africa on the steamship Otho and wanted
assistance getting an import permit for a leopard and a large number of monkeys [12].

Imposing patterns on codewords, such as a minimum two-letter difference, obviously reduces the size
of the space available to compilers. The inclusion of a minimum vowel density requirement reduced it
further. An analysis of the actual effect of these constraints was done by Friedman (yes, that Friedman) and
Mendelsohn [7].

High-end code makers were aware of such problems, and responded by avoiding use of common words
(and especially common commercial words) in their tables. Thus, the 1901 A B C Telegraphic Code, 5th
Edition, Improved has codewords like MAELSTROM and THEORY, but not PURCHASE or SELL.
(Not everyone was as careful. The 1900 Tourists’ Telegraphic Code includes such codewords as SUBWAY,
REVOLT, and SAVAGERY. Perhaps well-bred tourists did not encounter the plaintext equivalents!)

It is instructive to consider these problems in the light of modern technology and terminology. The usual
sequence of operations today is compression (either generic or domain-specific), encryption, checksum or
MAC on the ciphertext, and medium-specific encoding. Each operation is done separately, by a different
component, though in some high-performance cryptosystems encryption and MACcing are done in a single
pass. In addition, there is generally a checksum at various points during transmission, such as the TCP
checksum [17] or the Ethernet CRC. Sound design would suggest an application-level checksum on the
plaintext [19]; this is rarely done in most systems.

In telegraph codes, compression was the primary step. The encoding was an integral part of the com-
pression process; more precisely, a separate encoding step was composed with compression, to avoid an
extra, expensive, and error-prone pass over the data. Furthermore, the encodings were chosen with par-
ticular transmission characteristics in mind. This is not unreasonable—checksums need to be tuned to the
medium [22]—but it required changes in encoding (and hence in codebooks) when transmission characteris-
tics changed.
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As today, confidentiality was implemented via a transform on the compressed text. This posed a problem,
though: since the compression output was already optimally encoded for transmission, a modern-style cipher
or even early mechanized encryptors (Enigma, the Hagelin machine, etc.) would have destroyed these
properties. Accordingly, the confidentiality systems of the era (see the following section) were effectively a
mapping from the codeword space to the codeword space. Today, we seek indistinguishability of a cipher’s
output from a uniformly distributed random bit string; for telegraph codes, the proper comparison would
be a uniformly random selection of codewords.

4 Confidentiality

Although compression was the primary goal of commercial telegraph codes, confidentiality was a concern
as well. To be sure, as Kahn has noted, the opacity of an ordinary code book was often sufficient, many
telegraph users required more. That said, the very first telegraph codebook, Smith’s Secret Corresponding
Vocabulary [59], though it mentions cost-savings, was intended for confidentiality:

As the tariff of expense chargeable to correspondents, who shall have recourse to the Telegraph,
in order to be equal, can only be based upon the quantity of matter communicated, and as that
can only be measured by the number of words transmitted, it is obvious that, in a system where
signs are employed to represent the letters which form words, whatever will tend to lessen the
requisite number of those signs to communicate any given number of words, will add to the
despatch of the correspondence, and indirectly, at least, cheapen its transmission.

But, secrecy in correspondence, is far the most important consideration to be secured. And
the crowning desideratum, in the use of the Telegraph, consists in its adaption to this end, by
means of the compilation now presented.

The book (Figure 11) contained a list of about 56,000 words. The user would denote a word by its first letter
and the index of the word in that section; thus, ciphering would be sent as C.1701. For confidentiality, a
prearranged value was to be added to or subtracted from the index number. Thus, one might send C.1710
instead if the sender’s offset were 9. For more security, a set of different offsets could be used in sequence
and a monoalphabetic substitution applied to the letters:

The complexity of this mode of writing, may be very much increased, so as to render all experi-
ments to decypher communications, utterly hopeless.

Sometimes, though, even for data that might be deemed sensitive, protection against causual readers was
deemed sufficient. The 1926 International Police Telegraph Code (Figure 4) notes that

By its nature the Code renders superfluous the translation of an incoming telegram, and so saves
valuable police time, while offering a certain guarantee of secrecy.

The recognition of the limitations is itself gratifying.
Needless to say, commercial code confidentiality does not live up to the standards of military or govern-

mental codes. Serious confidentiality codes are “two-part”—separate books or sections are used for encoding
and decoding. This removes the requirement, clearly shown in these examples, that the plaintext and the
code words be in the same order. Other measures commonly taken include multiple ciphertext symbols for
common plaintext phrases and superencipherment of the codewords. Only the latter was commonly used
commercially, and rarely well.

For simple uses, secrecy of the code words was employed. A fraternal group, the Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, published a 1931 constitution and bylaws booklet that included two pages of a 1908 “Telegraph
Cipher and Key” (Figure 12).

The normal approach for confidentiality of widely distributed codebooks was superencipherment. An
amusing pair is the New York Central Lines’ 1923 Van Code, which is “to be used only when secrecy is
desired” (Figure 13a) and the 1892 Sheahan’s Telegraphic Cipher Code (Figure 13b)
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Figure 11: Part of a page from the Secret Corresponding Vocabulary (1845). The compiler, Francis O.J.
Smith, was Samuel Morse’s business partner in the first commercial deployments of the telegraph. (Image
taken from the Google Books digitization of the work.)

“for use of the several Organizations of Railway Employes [sic] . . . when it is desirable or necessary
to send telegrams that can not be read by any but those for whom they are intended, as is the
case in time of strikes . . . as it is often necessary to use the Company’s wire.

Of the two, labor employed better technique. The key was an integer added to the code number; the code
word corresponding to the new code number was to be sent. Thus, if the key were 3 and someone wanted to
send the word struggle, 3 would be added to 5592 and production would be transmitted in its place. Users
were cautioned never to mix plaintext and ciphertext.

The most intriguing part of the scheme was the deliberate omission of numbers (and hence superenci-
pherment) for times and dates, for fear of known plaintext attacks:

This plan was adopted after careful study and deliberation, as a safeguard for the reason that a
telegram giving a number a name, or in reference to anything that occurrred on a certain day
would, if the same key number applied to the entire book, be a clew [sic] that would lead to the
discovery of your key number. Therefore, I have used numbers only where I believed it was safe
to do so.

It is unclear how successful this book was, organizationally or cryptographically; however, it was reissued
at least as late as 1912, and perhaps 1938.

Management showed much less sophistication. Mixed ciphertext and plaintext was expressly supported,
and keying was a choice of either sending “the word opposite” or the “Arbitrary Word to the left” of the
desired word.

Bloomer’s Commercial Cryptograph: A Telegraph Code and Double Index-holocryptic Cipher (1874) [37]
showed more cryptographic sophistication than many. In addition to the usual additives, it suggested trans-
position of code words. The practical effect of that would often be minimal, especially on short messages—
ABUKIR FILAGO EVACUATE (Advice from New York; panic in all stocks; market affected by general
causes) would be nearly as intelligible if rendered as Market affected by general causes; panic in all stocks; ad-
vice from New York. The scheme would do considerably better if different additives were used for successive
words, a technique that is also described.

More interestingly, Bloomer appears to have understood the benefit of two-part codes. The codebook
(Figure 14) provided extra spaces for each code word and code sentence, with the following advice:

5th.—Double Index—A permanent cryptograph may he made in the third and sixth columns
by selecting cipher words indiscriminately from the fifth column, and entering the numbers of
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Figure 12: A few secrecy code words used by the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, 1931.
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Secrecy codebooks for railroad use, (a) management and (b) labor.

Figure 14: An excerpt from Bloomer’s Commercial Cryptograph. Note the blank spaces for writing in variant
code numbers.
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Figure 15: Code numbers for Slater’s secrecy code.

such words in the third column, opposite the sentences which the cipher words are intended to
represent, and entering the numbers of such sentences in the sixth column, opposite the cipher
words selected. Thus, if 2228 be written in the third column, opposite numher 2175, “Buy at
seller’s option,” and 2175 in the sixth column, opposite the cipher word “Doctor,” the party
desiring to telegraph the above sentence will find the numher 2228. By turning to the printed
number 2228, the cipher word will he found to be “Doctor,” which being telegraphed, the receiver
finds opposite “Doctor,” 2175, the number of the original sentence. In this case it will he necessary
for correspondents to have the exact copy of the numbers written in both volumes.

In other words, users of the code were instructed to create their own two-part equivalences, pair by pair.
This is a laborious process, and of dubious utility unless many such pairs were created. It may safely be
assumed that very few users actually carried out this process to any noticeable extent.

Most of the commercial codebooks offer add-ons that promise “absolute secrecy”. These tend to be
simple transforms of the codeword or code number, or monoalphabetic transformations of the individual
characters of the code word. There is one, though, that stands out: Slater’s Telegraphic Code, since it was
intended solely for secrecy and provided no compression or correction [56]. Conventional wisdom has it that
there was never a market for commercial secrecy; this codebook, though, lasted from about 1870 until at
least 1938 [58]. The threat model was interesting as well:

On the 1st February, 1870, the telegraph system throughout the United Kingdom passes into the
hands of the Government, who will work the lines by Post Office officials. In other words, those
who have hitherto so judiciously and satisfactorily managed the delivery of our sealed letters will
in future be entrusted also with the transmission and delivery of our open letters in the shape of
telegraphic communications, which will thus be exposed not only to the gaze of public officials,
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Figure 16: Some suggested transformations of code numbers.
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Figure 17: A snippet from Miller’s confidentiality codebook. Note the use of mother’s maiden name as an
authenticator.

but from the necessity of the case must be read by them. Now in large or small communities
(particularly perhaps in the latter) there are always to be found prying spirits, curious as to the
affairs of their neighbours, which they think they can manage so much better than the parties
chiefly interested, and proverbially inclined to gossip.

To start, a message was converted to code numbers via the book (Figure 15). Next, some transform
was applied to the sequence of code numbers. Several types are suggested: simple addition or subtraction
of a key number, transposition of some of the ciphertext digits, and regrouping into four-character sections
instead of five. Combinations also suggested. Of particular interest is the realization by the compiler that
with regrouping, minor changes in plaintext can result in very large changes of ciphertext (Figure 16).

There was, though, one extremely remarkable confidentiality code, devised by a California banker named
Frank Miller in 1882 [54]. In a nutshell, Miller invented the one-time pad, more than 35 years before it
was reinvented by Vernam and Mauborgne [2]. Most of the codebook was a fairly typical domain-specific
codebook, though not a great one; there was too little compression (Figure 17). But his superencipherment
relied on additives whose differences “must not be regular”—emphasis in the original!—and which, once used,
“must be erased from the list and not used again” (again, emphasis in the original) (Figure 18). Miller also
gave a weak provision for authenticity checks, called “test words”; however, these were not really linked to
the message itself. Slater, in a another of his codebooks, gives a stronger authenticity scheme, though by
modern standards still not well-tied to the actual message [57].
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Figure 18: Part of the instructions for Miller’s confidentiality codebook.
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It is tempting to laugh at the cryptanalytic näıveté of most of these code compilers. At least in the U.S.,
the military did no better back then. In 1899, the War Department published a supplement to the Western
Union code book [31] until their own full code could be compiled [30] five years later. Although economy was
the primary concern, “it is also to be used as a cipher code in important and confidential messages where
secrecy is desired” [49]. The suggested scheme? “When a single key number is used, the number may be
alternately added and subtracted. Other methods will readily occur. The use of 50 or 100, while easy to
remember, should be avoided.” The codeword corresponding to the new number was then used. Kahn calls
this “probably the most secure and advanced code system of the day” [10, p. 252].

The 1899 U.S. Navy [14] felt the same way about mixing plaintext and ciphertext:

In order to eliminate as far as possible errors in transmission due to mistakes of telegraphic
operators in telegraphing words strange to them, it is hereby directed that in using the cipher
code only that part of the communication which is of a confidential nature be put in cipher,
except in cases where the cipher code is used to shorten the message in order that the telegraphic
cost may be materially lessened.

Arguably, the State Department was even worse. They were much more concerned with economy than
confidentiality [25, 26], and their codes reflected that. Superencryption schemes, similar to Bloom’s, were
provided as an appendix; given diplomats’ penchant for sending mixed plaintext and codewords, one can
assume that these schemes were seldom used. Not surprisingly, other countries were frequently able to read
U.S. diplomatic traffic. Indeed, in a note that Roosevelt sent to Japan pleading for peace on December 6,
1941, he specified that a known-insecure code be used because

. . . he did not mind if the dispatch was “picked up”, and also that the code “saves time”. [25].

When Roosevelt wanted security, he had the Navy transmit his messages [10].
Even addresses were considered sensitive sometimes, though no solution was propounded. Companies

could register short addresses with their telegraph companies, much as domain names are used today. New
York, unlike many cities, had a central list serving all companies. They had had separate lists, but “in 1917,
the State Department, fearing spies, abolished all existing lists and set up a uniform one for everybody” [4].

Full names were important as well. In the Bahamas during World War II, people were required to sign
their full names on telegrams, even those going to family members [18].

5 Comprehension

This title of this section refers many forms of comprehension. Under this heading I’ve lumped linguistic
issues, coding issues, and—most important—what we learn of other cultures, removed in time from ours.

The simplest issue was character set suitability. Any alphabetic script, whether Latin, Greek, Cyrillic, or
Hebrew, can be transmitted rather easily. Ideographic languages, such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean,
pose serious issues for the telegraph operator. The primary purpose of such a codebook (Figure 19) is
simply encoding into an alphabetic form, often on a per-word basis. On top of that, phrase compression and
substitution could be added (Figure 20).

The need for such encodings has not vanished. Telegrams were popular in China until around 2000, when
it was displaced by email and a variety of text message systems. The codebook used—typically, one with a
4-digit encoding for each ideograph—was originally developed in the 1870s. Although telegraph usage has
dropped off sharply in recent years, as mobile phones have become extremely common, the codebooks are
still used for spelling names in certain circumstances, such as when applying for a passport. Many Chinese
characters are very similar-looking; this form of encoding is less ambiguous and dialect-independent [29]. Its
use is often recommended for police use, to avoid errors from transliteration: a name’s sound (and hence
its transliteration) are dialect-dependent; ideographs are not [5]. The same set of code points are used for
other purposes, such as machine translation. However, the evolution of the Chinese language over time—
new words, and hence new ideographs, and the switch to simplified ideographs that the government of the
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Figure 19: The Korean Telegraphic Code. The book isn’t dated; however, it says it uses the McCune-
Reischauer romanization system, which was first published in 1939 [13]. The Library of Congress catalog
lists 1950, 1952, and 1978 books of that name.
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Figure 20: The 1915 China Republican Telegraphic Code.

Figure 21: The 1923 Peterson International Code, 2nd Edition with both English and Spanish plaintexts
[55].
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People’s Republic of China started in the mid-1950s—has resulted in a more complex code [28, 3], with
newer entries not in their nominally-correct place.

More sophisticated codes were multilingual, where the codeword provided the mapping between lan-
guages. Thus, in the 1923 Peterson International Code, 2nd Edition (Figure 21) [55], FYOUG is rendered
as both Are you liable and Son Ustedes responsables?. Kahn describes codebooks that encompassed nine
languages.

Note the difficulty that one-part codes have when multilingual: the plaintext alphabetization cannot be
consistent. Word indices were provided, often for all languages, to help with that problem.

Kahn notes that “a code reflects the world at a particular instant, and as the world moves on it outmodes
the code. New products, new ways of doing things, new political or economic facts begin to make its
vocabulary old-fashioned.” Consider the many forms of household staff members described in the 1926
International Police Telegraph Code (Figure 22). How many of those entries were relevant even five years
later, given onset of the Great Depression?

Specialized professions had their own codes. The theater world had one [44]; it included many variants
on phrases like DISORB, which meant do not want drunkards. Some phrases would probably not appear
in a modern equivalent, such as DORIAN for Jew comedian. FILIATION, chorus girls who are shapely
and good looking, might appear today, though I suspect that FILIBUSTER—chorus girls who are shapely,
good looking, and can sing might displace it. Then and now, though, the large section on “Financial Straits”
is probably appropriate.

The old naval codes are just as illuminating. The section for “Person’s Names” in [60], for example,
includes Earl of * *. No other titles of nobility except Queen are listed; presumably, Lord and Lady are
expected to suffice. Popham [48] has a signal for Send women on shore to wash.

A more light-hearted example may be seen in Figure 23. How often, today, does one speak of a marriage
being arranged between two parties? (Of course, that is a culture-centric statement, too; in many parts
of the world, arranged marriages are still the norm.) Surprisingly modern concepts can show up; the 1926
police code did include living together with in the same grouping as marriages.

The same Unicode book suggests that telegrams were a very rapid means of communication: there is a
code phrase (Figure 25) used for scheduling a lunch that same day. Think of the steps necesssary: the message
must be composed, encoded, delivered to a telegraph office for transmission, delivered to the recipient, and
decoded. Email is much simpler!

The most fascinating code, from a perspective of revealing attitudes, is the China Inland Mission Private
Telegraph Code (1907) [39, 40, 41]. It is replete with many references to “natives” (19316 is The natives in
the district are very troublesome), many phrases about the addressee’s wife but none about husbands, etc.
It was a turbulent era in China; the Boxer Rebellion had just ended and the Revolution of 1912 was about
to start. Not surprisingly, there are many phrases concerning disturbances, riots, rebellions, and revolutions.
The most fascinating phrases, though, are 23697 and 23699, about Catholics (Figure 24).

The necessity of using the telegraph was reflected throughout society. Indeed, there are those who argue
that relatively speaking, the telegraph had far more effect in its day than the Internet has had today [21].
Today, catalogs frequently contain URLs. In 1936, the Norton Company’s List Prices of Norton Grinding
Wheels included code words (Figure 26) for each product.

Codebooks were expensive. The 1896 Atlas Universal Travelers’ and Business Telegraphic Cipher Code
sold for $5.00 only a few years before New York’s Biltmore Hotel, in an ad on the outside cover of the A B
C Telegraphic Code, 5th Edition [42] offered rooms starting at $2.50. (The ad also noted that 950 of their
1000 rooms had baths. Perhaps the $2.50 rooms were in the lower 5%. . . )

The cost of many of the codebooks was indeed defrayed by advertising. Figure 27 shows one in the 1920
A B C 6th Edition [46]. Most of the ads were, as to be expected, aimed at businesses or at least business
travelers, but—as shown here—there were exceptions.

In an eerie parallel with today’s controversies, communications intelligence gleaned from telegraphed
messages was quite important. Kahn tells much of this story, but the geopolitical aspects are even more
fascinating. The U.K. was the center of the world’s cable lines; a very high percentage of international
messages flowed through Britain or or one of its colonies [9]. This was by design. Not only were “All-red
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Figure 22: Some professions in the International Police Telegraph Code.
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Figure 23: How common were arranged marriages in 1886 (Unicode)?

Figure 24: The code of the China Inland Mission—a Protestant group—shows some attitudes towards the
Catholic “competition”. (Image from [40].)
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Figure 25: Telegrams really were encoded, sent, received, and decoded in a single morning in 1886 (Unicode).

Figure 26: Norton grinding wheels.
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Figure 27: An ad in the A B C 6th Edition codebook [46].
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Figure 28: A copyright issue in 1936. . .

routes”—so-called because that was the map color used for the British Empire—preferred to protect domestic
traffic, the Official Secrets Act of 1920 required cable companies to turn over to the government copies of all
international telegrams. One U.S. executive tried to explain away the problem in some Senate hearings:

The messages were then placed in large bags, sealed I believe, and put in wagons. These wagons
were driven away under the custody of the Admiralty and lodged overnight in a storehouse
and returned to the cable offices the next morning. So that they were kept—they had actual
custody of the messages but for a few hours, and so far as the United States messages were
concerned, only as a matter of form to make the custom uniform for all countires. We have
further investigated and are satisfied that during that period not a single message, commercial,
diplomatic, or otherwise, has been actually handled by the Naval Intelligence Bureau, and that
their contents are unknown to the British Government because of that fact.

[9] goes on to wonder if he was “the most naive person ever to testify before Congress, or the most deceitful”.
The military importance of civilian telegraph codes continued. During World War II, the Army’s Signals

Intelligence Service had a Commercial Code Unit in the Code Recovery Section of the Cryptanalytic Branch
[27]. The data they obtained provided insight into economic conditions in various countries, as well as
providing trade and travel data.

Finally, we note another important point of commonality with that era: intellectual property rights were
a battleground then, too. The 1936 A B C 7th Edition [47] offered a reward for information about infringers
(Figure 28). Perhaps more significantly, different legal standards in different countries led to problems. For
protectionist reasons, U.S. copyright law did not protect books unless they were printed within the country;
this could and did lead to piracy. The wording of the warning in Figure 29 suggests that perhaps the U.S.
was not a civilised [sic] country then. . .

6 The Transmission Stack

Figure 30 shows the system architecture as a network stack. Three of our concepts—confidentiality, com-
pression, and correction—can be applied at any of the layers.

At first blush, this seems odd; at the plaintext layer, there would appear to be little room for any of it.
Indeed, we now realize that for information-theoretic reasons, we cannot compress encrypted text; applying
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Figure 29: Was the U.S. civilised then?
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Figure 30: A stack architecture for communications.
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any sort of confidentiality transform before using the code books would seem impossible. Perhaps more to
the point, given the semantic nature of the codes, compression would seem unlikely as well. Still, it can be
done, by operating at the semantic level. In McNeill’s Code, 1908 Edition [52], users desiring secrecy are told
to combine certain numeric fields based on semantic knowledge. Thus, a day of the month—two digits—and
the maximum daily output of a stamping mill (asserted to be three digits at most—can be combined into a
single five-digit number, for which there is a code word equivalent. This reduces the number of groups by
one; it also makes life harder for an enemy cryptanalyst.

The vocabulary of codebooks force the user to do other types of compression. Nelson, for example,
originally asked that the signal be sent as “England confides that every man will do his duty”. Upon being
informed that “confides” was not in the codebook but that “expects” was, he agreed to the variant wording.

Finally, the structure of the code may itself force compression. In [38], correspondents are instructed to
use a particular stylized form for routine reports of disease outbreak: the date, the port or location, a list
of disease-number pairs, a list of ports followed by UB to indicate no plague, cholera, smallpox, or yellow
fever, and the title of the person filing the report.

[51], rather than being a code book per se, is an algorithm and a set of tables for code construction and
use. The user is instructed to compile a list of stylized phrases, perhaps of the form subjects, verbs, and
objects. Each list entry is denoted by a letter or number; to decode a triplet, the reader would look up each
letter in the appropriate list. Many such sets of lists are possible; an indicator word is sent first to denote in
what order the sets should be consulted.

Error-handling is more of a stretch; still, one can note the rules given in [34]:

Care must be exercised in copying words from the Code.

Each code word should begin with a capital letter and should be written distinctly (typewritten,
if possible) to prevent errors in transmission.

Perhaps more to the point, code words, especially for numerical quantities were much less error-prone than
the actual plaintext. The same book thus instructs

As a protection against mutilation, phrases, numbers, etc., should be coded if possible, even
though the message contains ten words or less. This applies especially to prices and amounts.

It is obvious how all three functions are accomplished via codebooks; we will not belabor the point further.
It is, though, worth noting that [11] asserts that well before the middle of the 20th century, advances in
cryptanalysis had doomed the use of codebooks for protection against sophisticated enemies. Commercial
codebooks, even if enciphered, would offer no protection at all.

During the era of telegraph code books, little specific was done to provide link-level confidentiality, at
least for commercial messages. Indeed, confidential diplomatic messages were sent by the same means.
Compression and error protection were important, but in a non-obvious way. That said, Friedman notes
“certain firms . . . at the present time prefer to use wire and cable telegraphy exclusively [as opposed to radio]
and must, for purposes of secrecy, as is the case with banks and brokerage house, use code” [6]. In other
words, link selection was done in part to increase confidentiality, because available, economical, technical
mechanisms were perceived to be inadequate.

Compression must always be done against some metric. Today, we are concerned with net bits per second,
perhaps with a tradeoff against latency or computational power. The primary metric then was cost—what
the telegraph companies would charge for a given message—with error rates the primary tradeoff. Usually,
the charge was per word; that, however, rests on the definition of “word”. Internationally, at least, this was
a matter of treaties and regulations; these changed over time. (See [6] for details of the issues.) When the
rules permitted words in any of fifty or so languages, code compilers used many such dictionaries. When the
rules permitted words that were “pronounceable” according to the rules of eight different languages, code
makers adapted to that. In one example, [38] specified that the letter A should be freely inserted into code
words to make them pronounceable, and should be deleted on receipt. More commonly, code books were
often designed so that two or more code groups could be combined into one chargeable word.
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Figure 31: Friedman [6] shows how the movement of two dots between adjacent letters can completely change
the appearance of a word.
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Figure 32: Communication between entities at different levels.

Not surprisingly, error characteristics are heavily affected by link characteristics. Figure 31 shows how
the appearance of a word can be completely changed by common Morse code mistakes. Clearly, the switch
to teletypes would completely eliminate that sort of error. On the other hand, new types of errors, such as
accidentally hitting an adjacent letter on the keyboard, could occur. Error-correcting mechanisms needed
to be redesigned accordingly.

Another way to look at the situation is to realize that stack components communicate with their peers.
Their properties—or failures—in confidentiality, compression, or correction are first manifested at that layer.
More importantly, lower layer behavior does not change such results. An early, unencoded telegram differed
from a traditional sealed letter in that the plaintext was exposed at the transmission layer. Security at that
lower layer—for example, selection of a link not easily tapped—did nothing to protect the message from
the eyes of the telegraph operator. We see the same thing today with wireless networking: encrypting a
single network hop—say, from a laptop to an access point—does nothing to protect the traffic from being
intercepted on another hop: there is no end-to-end protection.

It is worth noting that telegrams were also sent via multiple hops. Security protection on one hop,
even if perfect, did nothing to protect other hops. Even codebooks were not always end-to-end. Some
code companies offered a decoding service. Senders could address their messages to the decoding center; it
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Figure 33: Multi-hop telegram with en route decoding.

would produce plaintext and retransmit to the actual recipient (Figure 33). Such a service was useful for
transoceanic messages, where the cost of that hop dominated the total cost of the message. Note the peer
associations: if encryption is done at the codebook layer, there is no protection against eavesdropping on the
link between the decoding station and the recipient. This is analogous to today’s virtual private networks
(VPN), where traffic from a laptop is encrypted to the VPN provider but not thereafter.

7 Parting Thoughts

The era of telegraph codes has largely passed. That said, they persisted in some form much longer than
is commonly supposed. The Australian Postmaster-General issued a postal banking codebook in 1968
(Figure 34), and the Victorian Railways issued an operational codebook in 1972 (Figure 35). As noted
earlier, some types of codebooks are still in use in China for special purposes. The Manual for Use in
Sending Tibetan Telegraphic Wireless Messages [35] was reprinted as recently as 1985.

It is unlikely that we will glean new technical insights by studying these tomes. What they excelled at
has been mathematicized and optimized. That said, the picture painted of the times is still valuable.

I close with one final similarity. Today, cryptography is sometimes regulated as a munition. Figure 36,
an ad from more than 100 years ago, shows that perhaps the linkage has long been there.
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Figure 34: An Australian postal banking code from 1968.
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Figure 35: An Australian postal banking code from 1968.
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Figure 36: Cryptography and explosives. . .
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